


COM PANY BACKG ROUN D

In 2014, NuForce’s cofounder, Jason Lim, with backing from the OEM factory, bought the assets 
of NuForce’s high-end division and formed NuPrime Audio, Inc. Under the leadership of Jason 
Lim, NuPrime has assembled a design team comprising of highly talented engineers. In 2015, for 
the first time in high-end audio history, NuPrime had received four Product Of The Year awards 
from two prestigious magazines, The Absolute Sound and SoundStage! Network. In the years that 
follow, NuPrime continues to receive top awards from audio magazines around the world.

2020–2016



R E ACHING NEW HE IG HTS

NuPrime team continues to advance audio product development, whether high-end audio decoders, 
streaming media all-in-ones, preamps, power amplifiers, clean power supplies, and new categories 
of future products. NuPrime’s vertically integrated manufacturing takes products from conception to 
mass production. Our products encompass design philosophies only seen at the much higher price 
point, which aligns with our pursuit of creating high-end audio components at affordable prices.

NuPrime Evolution One is the first Class-D amp that achieved 1M Ohm input impedance and 700kHz 
switching frequency, with sonic performance unmatched by any Class-D amps, surpassing most of 
the world-class solid-state amps. Besides having better performance than competing off-the-shelf 
solutions, NuPrime can tailor the sound of our amplifiers with our Hybrid Class-D technology. 

NuPrime believes that High-End does not equate to high prices. The design team makes great 
efforts to optimize the circuitry and components for every product to meet the price targets. One 
thing that is never compromised is attaining the NuPrime sound. All NuPrime products deliver a 
vast soundstage, lightning-fast dynamics, ultra-low distortion, and noise, with the music emerging 
from a pristine background. 

HOW TO CHOOSE

The “8 & 9” Series are suitable for entry to mid-level audiophiles looking for near reference-class 
audio components. High-end audiophiles typically choose between the “Evolution & 10” or “AMG” 
Series based on their personal preference.



NuPrime Evolution & 10 Series
You'll feel and hear more of everything. Precise, ultra-detailed, and ultra-wide.

Evolution One
The Evolution One is the embodiment of all the latest and best technology 
has developed. It has been carefully crafted to achieve a performance that 
surpasses the Reference range performance in all areas, notably a 700kHz 
switching frequency and 1M Ohm input impediance.

Rated Power: 240W @ 8 Ohms, 330W @ 4 OhmsPeak Power: 285W @ 8 Ohms, 
390W @ 4 Ohms

Evolution DAC
Evolution DAC has been designed from the ground up using C-Core 
transformers and AC filter, in addition to the DAC circuit. It utilizes one of 
the world’s highest performing 32-bit audio DACs, the ES9038PRO, and 
PSRC IC chip to not only decode but also provide sampling rate up/down 
conversion from PCM 44.1kHz to PCM 768kHz and DSD64 to DSD512.

CDT-10
The CDT-10 is the ultimate CD transport with state of the art power 
supply and CD loader. Its powerful DSP-based decoder provides all Red 
Book error-correction capabilities with master-clock control of the entire 
decoding system, thus lowering jitter significantly. A selectable sampling 
rate converter (SRC) up samples the CD format to higher sampling rate with 
ultra-low jitter and distortion.

DAC-10H & DAC-10*
The DAC-10H is a Digital Headphone Amplifier offering PCM 384K & DSD256 
decoding. The DAC-10H’s balanced headphone amplifier is capable of 
driving headphones in balanced and single-ended configuration and 
can be used with up to two dynamic headphones. With five digital & two 
analog stereo inputs, the DAC-10H is a full-featured DAC and preamp more 
than suited for any high-end system.

* version without the headphone amplifier

ST-10 & ST-10M
The ST-10 amplifier is  for listeners who require a reference-class amplifier at 
a somewhat lesser power rating of 2 × 150 W (8 Ohm). The ST-10M Reference 
Class Mono Amplifier (230W @ 8 Ohm) builds upon the ST-10 and brings it 
to the next level with deeper bass, greater immediacy, more power.

MSRP: €3,995 | COLORS: SILVER, BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 65 × 430 × 381 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €3,495 | COLORS: SILVER, BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 430 × 315 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP:  €2,049 | COLORS: SILVER, BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 59 × 215 × 386 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: DAC10H:  €1,995 | DAC10: €1,749
COLORS: SILVER, BLACK

DIMENSIONS: 59 × 215 × 383 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: ST10: €1,695 | ST10M: €1,695
COLORS: SILVER, BLACK

DIMENSIONS: 59 × 215 × 394 mm (H × W × D)



NuPrime AMG Series
Small size, ultimate high-end components. Finesse, detailed, smooth, and sweet.

AMG PRA
The AMG PRA went beyond being a transparent preamp with 1M Ohm input 
impedance and the best analog source inputs. A user-selectable 4 stage “Active 
Low Frequency and Harmonic Gain” control gave it distinctive characteristics 
to enhance the speaker performance, a world-first in preamp design.

AMG STA
The AMG STA comprises of several state-of-the-art innovations in power 
amp design. Its class-leading features include 1M Ohm input impedance, 
high instantaneous current for power delivery, 700kHz switching frequency, 
and Single-Ended Non-Negative Class A module coupled with Double 
Feedback Class D module for 300W mono amp power.

AMG HPA
The AMG HPA is the world’s first headphone amplifier that utilizes the 1MΩ 
input impedance in a balanced design. The high power AMG HPA delivers 
the most transparent and detailed signal with a wide frequency bandwidth 
and rich harmonics from the source to the rest of the audio chain.

AMG DAC
The AMG DAC signature sound characteristic is a natural, detailed, and 
expansive sound stage. It accomplishes this objective utilizing 1MΩ input 
impedance, dual ESS9038Q2M with discrete Class-A transistors, and a non-
feedback circuit.

NuPrime 8 & 9 Series
Small size, big performance. Class A warmth, powerful, and natural sounding.

IDA-8
The IDA-8 consists of an ultra-low-noise integrated amplifier and digital-
to-analog converter that decodes USB PCM 384 and DSD 256. The IDA-8’s 
spacious, transparent, dynamic and luxuriously textured soundstage has to 
be heard to be believed.

STA-9
The STA-9, a 2 × 120 W Class A+D stereo amp bridgeable into a 290 W 
mono amp, is designed with enhanced even-order harmonic circuitry that 
mimics the most attractive features of tubed-amp sound without tubes’ 
drawbacks and limitations.

MSRP: €1,795 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 300 MM (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,695 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 285 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,995 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 300 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €2,195 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 300 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,250 | COLORS: SILVER, BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €879 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)



DAC-9SE
The DAC-9SE is a reference-class DAC designed for audiophiles. With IIS/DSD 
and XLR outputs, five digital and one analog stereo inputs, the DAC-9SE is a 
full-featured DAC and preamp ideally suited for high-end systems.

STA-9X
The STA-9X, a 2 × 130W Class-A+ Dual Feedback Class-D stereo amp, bridgeable 
into a 330W mono amp, is a redesigned STA-9 utilizing technology from 
AMG-STA.  STA-9X has a sound characteristic that is spacious, transparent, 
dynamic, luxuriously textured with extended high-frequency.

CDP-9
CDP-9 integrates a high-end DAC, an ultra-high sampling rate converter 
(SRC), and a single-speed Red Book error-correcting CD Player.

CDT-8 Pro
CDT-8 Pro is a highly accurate professional CD transport with a sampling 
rate converter and powerful DSP-based decoder that provides all Red 
Book error-correction capabilities.

CDT-9
The CDT-9 is similar to CDT-8 Pro with an improved front panel design and 
an optional external linear power supply.

NuPrime Streaming Series

Omnia A300 SE
The Omnia A300 SE is a full-featured multi-room streaming integrated 
amplifier (2 × 150W @ 8 ohms; 2 × 200W @ 4 ohms) capable of Wi-Fi 
24-bit/192kHz and Bluetooth 5.0 aptX HD streaming. The A300 SE supports 
all major online streaming services, Bluetooth 5.0 (aptX HD), AirPlay 2, USB 
Audio, and network DLNA streaming.

Stream-9
The Stream-9 is a reference class multi-room streaming station capable of 
Wi-Fi 24-bit/192kHz and Bluetooth 5.0 aptX HD streaming. The Stream-9 
supports all popular online streaming services, Bluetooth 5.0 (aptX HD), 
network DLNA and AirPlay 2 streaming. A selectable sampling rate converter 
(SRC) samples the streaming source music to a higher sampling rate (up to 
PCM 24-bit/768kHz and DSD256) with ultra-low jitter and distortion.

MSRP: €1,095 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,195 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,695 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €995 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,150 | COLORS: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,695  | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 280 × 250 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,099 | COLOR: BLACK, SILVER
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)



Stream Mini
The Stream Mini is a multi-room streaming station capable of Wi-Fi 
24-bit/192kHz and Bluetooth streaming. It includes Optical, Coaxial, IIS and 
Digital Port outputs.

BTR-HD
The BTR-HD is a high-resolution Bluetooth streamer utilizing Qualcomm 
aptX HD technology. It is capable of 24-bit/48kHz streaming with IIS, Optical, 
Coaxial, and Digital Port outputs.

Omnia WR-1
Omnia WR-1 is a versatile multi-zone WiFi and Bluetooth aptX HD audio 
streamer capable of streaming music from online services, local storage, 
and other connected digital and analog sources.

Omnia SW-8
By reducing circuit and power supply noise, and using a customized TCXO 
clock, Omnia SW8 delivers accurate network signal that ensures stable 
music data transmission.

Portable, Desktop & Power Series

Alita
With its IIS/DSD and XLR outputs and decoding capability of PCM 384K & 
DSD256, the Alita is a reference-class DAC designed for studio professionals. 
The balanced 4.4 mm ‘Pentaconn’ socket and 6.3mm standard stereo 
headphone outputs support Single Ended Unbalanced, Fully Balanced and 
Active Balanced Ground Driving headphone amplifiers.

Hi-mDAC
The Hi-mDAC is a portable high-resolution DAC and headphone amp. 
Capable of PCM 32/384 and DSD 256 decoding.

PURE AC-4
The Pure AC-4 is a high-end AC power conditioner that lowers the AC noise 
by more than 20dB.

LPS-205
The LPS-205 is a low noise, clean power, fully balanced El-frame architecture 
linear power supply with two sets of DC 5V/2A isolated and independent 
outputs (Zone 1 & Zone 2).

LPS-212
The NuPrime LPS-212 is a low noise, clean power, fully balanced El-frame 
architecture linear power supply with DC 12V/2A and DC 12V/1A outputs.

MSRP: €259 | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 22 × 87 × 59 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €129 | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 22 × 87 × 59 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €399 | COLOR: DARK GREY
DIMENSIONS: 36 × 145 × 104 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €549 | COLOR: DARK GREY
DIMENSIONS: 30 × 155 × 85 MM (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,295 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 55 × 235 × 281 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €139 | COLOR: GREY
DIMENSIONS: 12 × 23 × 50 MM (H × W × D)

MSRP: €1,150  | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 74 × 330 × 253 mm (H × W × D)

MSRP: €449  | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 115 × 155 × 58 MM (H × W × D)

MSRP: €449  | COLOR: BLACK
DIMENSIONS: 115 × 155 × 58 MM (H × W × D)



 
Email: sales@nuprimeaudio.com

www.nuprimeaudio.com


